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ABSTRACT
One of the commonly used techniques in hole filling and mesh joining is the construction of connecting meshes
between meshes to generate a new mesh model consisting of the composite subdivision meshes. One problem
in subdivision meshes is how to further subdivide this reconstructed mesh model or these composite subdivision
meshes to enhance the quality of the surface as needed. In this paper, we propose a new local subdivision method
of the composite subdivision meshes. Our method does not alter the surrounding mesh areas, and guarantees that
the discrete continuity between these meshes is preserved without the occurrence of cracks or holes between them.
We specifically address a local subdivision scheme on a connecting mesh (the mesh area covering hole or crack)
suitable for refining only the connecting mesh or the selected mesh areas. Our method can produce a smooth mesh
model with a natural shape, and allows approximation or interpolation of surfaces. We implement our method for
various triangular meshes and present our experimental results.
Keywords
Subdivision surfaces, Adaptive scheme, Triangular mesh.
1 INTRODUCTION
3D object models with complex shapes are generated
by a set of assembled patches or separate mesh areas
which may be at different resolution levels, even with
different subdivision schemes. Cracks, gaps or holes
may appear along the boundary between these patches
if we further subdivide them at different resolution lev-
els, even with different subdivision schemes. On the
other hand, some research related to mesh connection
such as in [Phan12, Phan13a] often lead to the construc-
tion of a high quality connecting mesh CM (the mesh
area covering hole or crack) between meshes M1,M2,
and a continuous surface. After the connecting mesh
CM is produced, we can further subdivide CM and/or
M1,M2 of a model to enhance the quality of the sur-
face as needed. Unfortunately, there are two problems
posed for subdivision of CM and/or M1,M2. If we sub-
divide M1,M2 and CM separately by different subdivi-
sion schemes, i.e global subdivision schemes in But-
terfly [Dyn90], Loop [Loop87], Kobbelt [Kobbelt96],
cracks or holes can also reappear on the surface af-
ter subdivision. This prevents some further processing
of the mesh and high quality rendering. Therefore, it
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is not ideal to apply a global scheme for this subdi-
vision. But if we use adaptive subdivision methods,
i.e methods available in [Amresh02, Liu04, Pakdel04,
Pakdel07, Husain10, Husain11], the neighboring faces
around the subdivided area are also subdivided to avoid
cracks. Thus, it changes the connectivity and valence
of vertices around the subdivided area, produces some
extraordinary vertices and long faces that are unavoid-
able in most adaptive subdivision algorithms. This will
not only alter the shape of the limit surfaces, but also
reduce its smoothness. Consequently, the challenge is
to subdivide the connecting mesh or composite subdi-
vision meshes.
In order to deal with these problems, we have developed
a local subdivision on a connecting mesh or composite
subdivision meshes suitable for refining only the con-
necting mesh or the selected mesh areas so that it does
not change the surrounding mesh areas, and ensures the
surface continuity. Our contributions are as follows:
1) Provide a local subdivision scheme that manages
whether or not a given face in a selected mesh needs
to be subdivided at the next level of subdivision. 2)
Propose an adaptive subdivision method of composite
subdivision meshes defined with subdivision surfaces,
each mesh being at a different subdivision level to gen-
erate a smooth discrete surface with a natural shape and
visually fair connectivity.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: We
briefly review previous and related work for subdivision
surfaces in Section 2. Section 3 details the construc-
tion of our adaptive subdivision algorithm. We present
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the continuity of surfaces generated by our method in
Section 4. Then we show and compare implementation
results of our algorithm in Section 5. Finally, we draw
the conclusion in Section 6.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
As mentioned in Section 1, the subdivision schemes
of the whole mesh will be inefficient because if a face
is subdivided in a subdivision step but its neighboring
faces are not, cracks will be created as shown in Fig. 1.
To overcome this problem, incremental adaptive subdi-
vision is sometimes necessary in applications to refine
only selected mesh areas of 3D models. Several adap-
tive subdivision methods [Amresh02, Liu04, Pakdel04,
Pakdel07, Husain10, Husain11] had been proposed to
determine the areas to be subdivided and handle cracks.
These methods refine a subset of the faces of the con-
trol mesh and remove cracks so that the surface can be
further used in applications. On the other hand, many
methods dealing with cracks and holes are introduced
in [Jiang, Cas05]. These methods adopt various criteria
to compute the planar shape from a 3D surface patch.
However, they do not mention the continuity and the
progressive change in resolution between meshes after
dealing with cracks and holes.
Figure 1: Crack on the mesh is caused by subdividing
a face (taken from [Pakdel07]). The numbers represent
the subdivision level.
Although these existing algorithms deal with cracks and
holes, they provide partial or inefficient solutions for
subdivision of a connecting mesh. These methods rec-
ommend refining the areas of interest with the same
subdivision scheme. The area outside the adaptively
subdivided area is also subdivided in the most common
case to handle cracks, and therefore they create more
faces. On the other hand, removing cracks with the in-
sertion of edges makes a change in the connectivity of
vertices. It also modifies the resulting surface of the
subdivision process. Consequently, handling cracks is
complex and expensive in computational time.
In fact, no existing adaptive subdivision method sat-
isfies all desires for a smooth surface consisting of
patches or meshes with different resolutions. In this pa-
per, we introduce a new adaptive subdivision method on
composite subdivision meshes or a connecting mesh be-
tween two meshes of different resolutions. This subdi-
vision method is based on the dead property of vertices
which are boundary vertices between triangular meshes
to consider if the faces should be subdivided or not at
the next subdivision level. It has been designed as an
efficient solution for refining a selected mesh area with-
out handling cracks and altering the original mesh areas
around the adaptively subdivided area while maintain-
ing the continuity between them. Consequently, it can
avoid creating long faces both inside and outside the
subdivided area. It permits to follow the junction be-
tween two initial triangular meshes along the subdivi-
sions of the meshes. In addition, our subdivision al-
gorithm can be easily applied to triangular subdivision
schemes (i.e Butterfly or Loop schemes).
3 OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM
Our method is inspired from the adaptive sub-
division methods for Loop subdivision scheme
[Amresh02, Liu04]. They are based on the angle of
the normal vectors of adjacent faces of a face or a
vertex considered as error estimation to decide whether
the face needs to be subdivided or not at the next
subdivision step. However, the user needs to determine
a good threshold for these angles to set the “flatness”
property of faces. Our adaptive subdivision method is
based on the “boundary vertices” of the selected mesh
area to define the property of each vertex to be dead
or alive as introduced in Section 3.1. Based on the
property of each vertex, our subdivision scheme only
refines the connecting mesh or the selected mesh areas.
In order not to alter the mesh areas around the adap-
tively subdivided mesh area, faces of these areas closest
to the original boundaries between meshes must not be
subdivided and their boundaries are kept to avoid han-
dling cracks. This problem is overcome by a dead ver-
tex based refinement (DVR) scheme. It is designed to
refine faces of the adaptively subdivided mesh such that
the connectivity between meshes is preserved. In the
following, we will first introduce a definition of dead
vertices, edges and faces related to our algorithm.
3.1 Definition of dead vertices, edges and
faces
Given two triangular meshes M1 and M2 joined by CM,
an edge is usually shared by two triangular faces. If it is
shared by only one, it corresponds to a boundary edge
and its end vertices are called boundary vertices. Let us
introduce some items used in our algorithm.
• For vertices: to keep the boundaries of meshes M1,
M2 and CM, we will mark boundary vertices as
dead vertices. In contrast, the remaining vertices
are called alive. Thus, we can classify a vertex de-
pending on its position.
• For edges: to keep boundary edges of meshes M1,
M2 and CM, we must not subdivide these edges and
mark them as dead edges. An edge is called dead,
if its two vertices are dead. In all other cases, the
edge is called alive.
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• For faces: A face is called dead, if its three vertices
are dead. In all other cases, the face is called alive.
Dead faces must not be subdivided.
Let n be the degree of deadness of a triangular face
which equals to its number of dead vertices (0≤ n≤
3). For instance, if n = 3 (all vertices of a face are
classified as dead), the face is called a dead face. In
case n≤ 2, the face is called an alive face. It will be
suitably refined with DVR scheme where the dead
edge connecting two dead vertices must not be sub-
divided to keep the boundaries of meshes. Details
of the refinement are presented in the following sec-
tion. Fig. 2 is an example of dead and alive vertices,
edges and faces.
Figure 2: Definition of dead vertices, edges and faces.
3.2 Dead vertex based refinement scheme
(DVR)
In order to refine a selected mesh area, such as the con-
necting mesh CM, we determine the property of faces
of the model based on dead vertices. Our scheme called
“Dead vertex based refinement scheme” is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The rules of DVR scheme work as follows:
• Classification of vertices: For each vertex, we spec-
ify its property (alive or dead) based on definition in
Section 3.1 and then mark it.
• Adaptive subdivision rules: For each face, we de-
termine n the degree of deadness of a face based on
the dead property of its vertices. Subdivision is then
performed as shown in Fig. 3. There are four cases
for a face F0 = {v1,v2,v3} to create new subfaces
based on the degree of deadness of F0:
- Case n = 0: if all vertices of F0 are alive, F0 is
split into four new subfaces based on the regular
subdivision method as shown in Fig. 3a. In this
case, no new dead face is created while four new
alive faces F1,F2,F3,F4 are created.
- Case n = 1: if one vertex of F0 is a dead ver-
tex, F0 is split into four new subfaces consisting
of one newly created dead face and three newly
created alive faces. This splitting indicates that
Figure 3: Our DVR scheme: adaptive subdivision rules
based on the degree of deadness, where an alive ver-
tex is represented as an empty circle; a dead vertex is
represented as a red circle; an alive face is represented
as an empty triangle; a dead face is represented as a
yellow triangle.
dead faces spread gradually after each subdivi-
sion step. It implies that faces around the bound-
aries of meshes are gradually refined and thus
it progressively changes the resolution between
meshes. In Fig. 3b, one new dead face F2 and
three new alive faces F1,F3,F4 are created.
- Case n = 2: if two vertices of F0 are dead ver-
tices while one remaining vertex of F0 is alive, F0
is split into three new subfaces consisting of two
newly created dead faces and one newly created
alive face. Because we have two dead vertices,
the dead edge connecting these two vertices must
not be split while the remaining edges of F0 are
alive edges, and thus they are split. As a result,
F0 is split into three subfaces. In Fig. 3c, a trian-
gular face is split into three smallest subfaces as
possible. That is, three subfaces are created by
comparing the length d1 of edge v2v31 with the
length d2 of edge v3v12. If d1 < d2, F0 is split into
one new alive face F1 and two new dead faces
F2,F3 to have an optimal split with more com-
pact triangles. Conversely, F0 is split into new
subfaces F1, (v3,v12,v31), and (v3,v12,v2).
- Case n = 3: if all three vertices of F0 are dead
vertices, F0 will not be split and thus no new sub-
face is created (see Fig. 3d).
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The local refinement scheme indicates that faces of CM
(or the subdivided area) close to the boundaries are split
less than faces far to these boundaries leading to a pro-
gressive change in resolution between meshes. It can
be also applied adaptively to generate more details in
needed areas.
3.3 Our proposed adaptive subdivision
method
A process of boundary detection is performed before
applying DVR scheme to have the suitable mesh refine-
ments. The adaptive subdivision is performed in two
phases (Fig. 4).
Figure 4: Framework for our subdivision method.
1. Phase 1. Select mesh area CM and Boundary de-
tection.
In this phase, we first read an input model at subdi-
vision level j including meshes M1 and M2 joined by
a connecting mesh CM (see Fig. 2). Then, we detect
and mark boundary vertices of M1, M2 and CM.
In this work, we join M1 and M2 by CM2D-TPW
method [Phan13a]. CM is constructed by adding tri-
angle strips to each boundaries of M1 and M2 until
they are close enough to be linked based on the dis-
tance between them (smaller than a user specified
threshold). This is done by using a tangent plane
local approximation to create vertices of CM. Then,
a Lifted B-spline wavelet transform is applied for
multiresolution analysis of CM to obtain a progres-
sive change in resolution between meshes after join-
ing them together.
2. Phase 2. Subdivide CM by our DVR scheme.
The adaptive subdivision process on CM at the next
subdivision level j+1 is based on DVR scheme and
described as follows:
• Step 1. Classification of vertices and faces. This
step is to determine the alive or dead property of
vertices and faces. Initially, we can consider the
marked boundary vertices as a list of dead ver-
tices. All the remaining vertices are set to alive.
Based on definition of dead edges and faces in
Section 3.1, we obtain the lists of dead edges and
faces.
• Step 2. Creation and classification of new ver-
tices.
- New vertex creation: The vertex creation im-
proves the smoothness of the mesh and the tran-
sition between M1, M2 and CM. No new vertices
will be created for dead edges. For each alive
edge, a new vertex is created by the odd vertex
masks of the Linear, Butterfly or Loop subdivi-
sion schemes. The choice of these subdivision
schemes to apply for our method does not depend
on the subdivision schemes for initial meshes M1
and M2. Note that in case of the Linear subdivi-
sion scheme, each triangular face is divided into
four new subfaces by adding new vertices in the
middle of each edge. In case of the Loop subdivi-
sion scheme, if we use this scheme to create new
vertices, alive vertices (even vertices) of CM will
be repositioned as a linear combination of their
neighbors by the even vertex mask.
- New vertex classification: a newly created ver-
tex of an alive edge is classified as a dead vertex
if one vertex of the edge is a dead vertex. Oth-
erwise, it is set to be an alive vertex as shown
in Fig. 3. After that, we mark the property of
the newly created vertices. This implementation
is to gradually increase the number of dead ver-
tices after each subdivision step to obtain a pro-
gressive change in resolution.
• Step 3. Creation and classification of new faces.
For each dead face (n= 3), no new subfaces will
be created. For each alive face (0 ≤ n ≤ 2), new
subfaces will be created by adaptive subdivision
rules of DVR scheme (see Fig. 3).
• Step 4. Update a list of dead vertices. We add
the newly created vertices which are marked to
be dead into a list of dead vertices consisting of
existing dead vertices and new dead vertices. Fi-
nally, we repeat steps 2 through 4 up to a user
defined number of iterations.
4 THE CONTINUITY OF SURFACES
GENERATED BY OUR METHOD
Because we concentrate on subdivision of triangular
faces and the new vertices created by our method are
based on triangular subdivision schemes, the conver-
gence of subdivision surfaces built with our method
depends on these schemes. For example, if we apply
our method combined with the Loop scheme to create
new vertices, the convergence analysis of our method
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resides in the convergence of this scheme presented in
[Loop87].
In this work, we implement our subdivision method
on Linear, Butterfly, and Loop schemes, but it can be
applied to other triangular schemes with at least C1
continuity. Obviously, it was shown that a subdivided
mesh converges to a limit surface with C1 or C2 con-
tinuity except at boundary vertices if our method is
applied to the Butterfly or Loop schemes respectively
[Dyn90, Loop87]. A review of the continuity of sur-
faces for these subdivision schemes can be found in
[Loop87, Dyn90, Doo78, Zorin96, Kawa06]. Besides,
our method maintains the connectivity between meshes
M1,M2 and CM because the boundaries of these meshes
are kept unchanged during subdivision. On the other
hand, our method can also be applied to single surfaces.
The experimental results to illustrate our algorithm are
shown in Section 5.
5 APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
We implement our adaptive subdivision method for var-
ious triangular meshes of 3D object models. In this sec-
tion, we give a number of experimental results. Our
proposed algorithm has been implemented in Matlab.
5.1 Subdivision surfaces
In this section, the purpose of the application is to show
that our method can produce less triangular faces than
the others such as Linear, Butterfly, and Loop meth-
ods while keeping the surface continuity. We apply our
adaptive subdivision method to the Linear, Butterfly or
Loop subdivision schemes for refining the Mannequin
mesh model. We also give some results of our adap-
tive subdivision with three these different subdivision
methods. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the Linear
subdivision method and our adaptive method using the
Linear scheme at level 1, where dead vertices consist
of original boundary vertices and new dead vertices
which are represented as red points and yellow points
respectively after each subdivision step. It can be seen
that our adaptive subdivision does not alter the origi-
nal boundary of the Mannequin mesh while subdividing
faces. The faces close to the boundary can be kept un-
changed or be split into three subfaces. Moreover, our
method can avoid handling cracks due to a difference in
subdivision resolution of neighboring faces.
Some meshes and Gaussian curvature maps of the Man-
nequin model generated from Butterfly, Loop subdivi-
sion schemes and our method are illustrated in Figs. 6,
7. We can see that the quality of the surfaces subdi-
vided by Butterfly, Loop schemes and our method is
the same except in the boundary area where our method
also applies the Butterfly, Loop schemes to create new
vertices during subdivision process. Indeed, based on
our subdivision rules and the results of our experiment,
if we apply our method to the Butterfly or Loop subdivi-
sion schemes and the list of dead vertices is empty, our
Figure 5: The Mannequin mesh generated by the Lin-
ear subdivision and our adaptive subdivision applied to
the Linear subdivision scheme: a) Coarse mesh; b) Lin-
ear subdivision at level 1; c) Zooms of refined mesh
by Linear subdivision and our method; d) Our adaptive
subdivision at level 1.
adaptive subdivision scheme is the same with the But-
terfly or Loop schemes. However, in our method the
numbers of dead vertices and dead faces increase after
each subdivision step as illustrated by yellow vertices in
Figs. 6, 7. Consequently, it can efficiently decrease the
number of produced faces in every subdivision step as
listed in table 1 while keeping the continuity property
of subdivision surfaces.
We made some comparisons for the basic Linear, But-
terfly, Loop subdivision methods and our method using
these schemes at two subdivision levels. Table 1 shows
the subdivision steps, the number of vertices (V) and
faces (F) of meshes and the mesh reduction rate r for the
Mannequin model, where r = n1−n2n1 100, n1 is the num-
ber of vertices or faces of meshes subdivided by Linear,
Butterfly, Loop schemes, n2 is the number of vertices or
faces of meshes subdivided by our method. The more
our subdivision process is implemented, the more dead
vertices and faces are created. Consequently, the num-
ber of newly created vertices and faces of the refined
mesh will decrease and thus the reduction ratio will in-
crease.
Based on our results and comparisons, it can be seen
that our proposed method can improve the basic subdi-
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Figure 6: The Mannequin meshes and Gaussian curvature maps are produced by: a) Butterfly subdivision at levels
1 and 2; b) Our adaptive subdivision applied to the Butterfly subdivision scheme at levels 1 and 2; c) Zoom of one
of the interesting parts of meshes in Fig. 6a; d) Zoom of one of the interesting parts of meshes in Fig. 6b.
Figure 7: The Mannequin meshes and Gaussian curvature maps are produced by: a) Loop subdivision at levels 1
and 2; b) Our adaptive subdivision applied to the Loop subdivision scheme at levels 1 and 2; c) Zoom of one of the
interesting parts of meshes in Fig. 7a; d) Zoom of one of the interesting parts of meshes in Fig. 7b.
Subdivision Method Coarse mesh 1 iteration 2 iterations
V F V F V F
1. Linear, Butterfly and Loop 428 839 1694 3356 6743 13424
2.Our adaptive subdivision 428 839 1679 3341 6598 13179
Reduction rate r (%) 0 0 0.89 0.45 2.15 1.83
Table 1: The number of vertices (V) and faces (F) in a Mannequin mesh model refined by Linear, Butterfly, Loop
method and our method at different subdivision steps.
vision methods because it can reduce a number of ver-
tices and faces while it guarantees the continuity, and
locality of subdivision surfaces without causing cracks.
The continuity of surfaces generated by our method de-
pends on the applied subdivision scheme as presented
in Section 4. Consequently, surfaces produced by our
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method are continuous at least C1, except at extraordi-
nary vertices because we implement our method on the
Butterfly or Loop schemes.
5.2 Subdivision of a connecting mesh on a
hole
Next, we introduce another application of our method
for refining a connecting mesh on a hole. To further
subdivide a connecting mesh CM on a hole, we give a
simple example of the Tet model with a hole filled by
HF-RBFC method [Phan13b] using a RBF local inter-
polation and a centroid interpolation of boundary ver-
tices. Then, we apply our adaptive subdivision scheme
for the connecting mesh CM of the reconstructed mesh
model consisting of the original mesh M and CM. Our
method efficiently handles subdivision of these meshes
with different levels of resolution, even with different
subdivision schemes. We show results in Fig. 8 by
applying our method to Loop and Butterfly schemes
where the first row represents meshes and the sec-
ond row represents surfaces. In our method, we de-
signed a locally-controlled subdivision scheme. Thus
it allows different tension in different mesh areas of a
model, where the details of the local tension are given in
[Dyn90]. This is not a disadvantage, because one would
often like to have different tension in different mesh ar-
eas for design flexibility in manipulating real world ob-
jects. For example, if we subdivide many times the two
mesh areas of the Tet model as shown in Fig. 8, the ten-
sion will not be the same since boundary vertices and
edges (also called dead vertices and edges) between
these two meshes are kept. As a result, we will gain
a mesh and surface with different tensions.
We note that the user must control the result and an ad-
ditional criterion of subdivision is required to control
this result when applying our method such that the gen-
erated surface has a natural shape as desired. For in-
stance, we cannot subdivide the meshes too much to
avoid a too large difference in resolution between them
because the resulting surfaces are deformed with unde-
sired shapes as illustrated in Figs.8d-e.
5.3 Incremental subdivision
Another application of our method is incremental sub-
division through refining only some selected areas of
the mesh. Therefore, we can create surfaces that are
densely subdivided in areas of higher curvature or se-
lected areas. As a result, the selected mesh areas be-
come finer while the rest of the mesh is coarse. Further-
more, the refined mesh progressively changes in resolu-
tion between coarse and fine areas as shown in Figs. 9,
and 10. These figures illustrate examples of incremen-
tal subdivision of the right eye area of the Mannequin
mesh. This allows us to gradually increase the reso-
lution of the selected areas while keeping the surface
continuity. We first apply our method to the Loop sub-
division scheme for the right eye area with two resolu-
tion levels as illustrated in Figs. 9a-c. To observe the
quality of produced surfaces, we plot meshes (top row),
zooms of the interest right eye area (middle row), and
surfaces (bottom row). The refined mesh and surface
quality of the right eye area in Fig. 9c are finer than
the ones in Figs. 9a-b because the resolution is higher
while still maintaining the continuity of the surface. We
then incrementally subdivide the right eye area and the
complementary mesh area of the Mannequin model by
applying our method to two subdivision schemes, and
with different resolution levels as plotted in Fig. 10.
Two mesh areas consisting of the right eye area and the
complementary mesh area are incrementally subdivided
by applying our method to the same Loop scheme but
at different subdivision levels as shown in Fig. 10a.
As a result, we obtain the refined right eye area with
higher resolution. We also test our method with Butter-
fly scheme and give a result as plotted in Fig. 10b. Be-
sides, we incrementally subdivide two mesh areas with
different subdivision schemes, such as Loop and But-
terfly schemes, and at different levels as shown in Fig.
10c. We also obtain a finer mesh especially in the right
eye area.
5.4 Subdivision of a connecting mesh be-
tween meshes
We give some examples of subdivision of a connecting
mesh CM generated by our mesh joining method
(CM2D-TPW method [Phan13a]). After joining
meshes M1,M2 by the connecting CM, we can further
subdivide CM and/or M1,M2 by our subdivision
method. Fig. 11 illustrates examples of applying our
method to Butterfly or Loop schemes.
We first join two meshes M1,M2 to generate the con-
necting mesh CM using CM2D-TPW method (see Fig.
11b). From the reconstructed model in Fig. 11b, we
then subdivide CM by our subdivision scheme to gen-
erate a new connecting mesh CM1 while we do not re-
compute M1,M2 (Fig. 11c). Next, we subdivide M1,M2
by our scheme to produce new meshes M′1,M
′
2 while
CM is kept as illustrated in Fig. 11d. Finally, we apply
our method to further subdivide all meshes M1,M2, and
CM. As a result, we obtain new meshes M′1,M
′
2, and
CM2. Fig. 11e shows that the new mesh CM2 remains
properly join with both new meshes M′1,M
′
2.
To see the quality of the resulting meshes easily, Fig. 11
shows the images of the refined meshes and zooms of
the corresponding meshes, where a) two initial meshes
M1,M2 before connecting; b) the connecting mesh CM
produced by CM2D-TPW method; c) CM is subdivided
by applying our subdivision method to Loop scheme at
level 1; d) M1 and M2 are subdivided separately by ap-
plying our method to Loop scheme at level 2 and But-
terfly scheme at level 1, respectively; e) M1, M2, and
CM are subdivided separately by applying our method
to Loop scheme at level 2, Butterfly scheme at level 1,
and Loop scheme at level 2 respectively; f)-h) Zooms
of the corresponding meshes. According to the experi-
mental results, our adaptive subdivision method is ef-
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Figure 8: Zoom of subdividing the connecting mesh CM on a hole of the Tet model. The two meshes M and CM
are subdivided by applying our method to two schemes respectively: a) Coarse mesh; b) Loop-Loop at level 1; c)
Loop-Loop at level 2; d) Butterfly-Butterfly at level 2; e) Loop-Butterfly at level 2.
Figure 9: Incremental subdivision of the right eye area of the Mannequin model by applying our method to Loop
scheme: a) Coarse mesh; b) at level 1; c) at level 2.
ficient to further subdivide the connecting mesh CM
and/or meshes M1,M2. It can keep the boundaries of
meshes and does not alter the surrounding meshes dur-
ing subdivision. Therefore, our method can avoid han-
dling cracks. As already mentioned in Section 5.2, the
user must pay attention to the number of additional sub-
divisions. For instance in this example, a criterion to
check for flatness of the group of triangles sharing the
same vertex could be useful.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a new adaptive sub-
division method for triangular meshes. Our method
can be efficiently applied to the Butterfly or Loop sub-
division schemes. It is based on the dead property of
vertices. New vertices are created by these basic sub-
division schemes. Therefore, our adaptive subdivision
method produces C1 and C2 continuous surfaces, ex-
cept at extraordinary vertices and boundary vertices.
Our adaptive subdivision is a good completion work
in filling holes and joining meshes because it can be
applied on the connecting mesh CM and/or selected
meshes M1,M2 so that new CM remains a correct con-
nection with new subdivided meshes M1 and M2. This
method is simple, reliable for adaptive subdivision to
refine some selected mesh areas as needed. It allows us
to separately refine selected mesh areas of a model at
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Figure 10: The right eye area and the complementary mesh area of the Mannequin model are incrementally sub-
divided by applying our method to two subdivision schemes respectively: a) Loop at level 3 for the right eye area
and Loop at level 1 for the complementary area; b) Butterfly at level 2 for the right eye area and Butterfly at level 1
for the complementary area; c) Loop at level 2 for the right eye area and Butterfly at level 1 for the complementary
area.
Figure 11: Two meshes M1,M2 and CM of the Bunny model are further subdivided by our adaptive scheme.
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different resolution levels while maintaining the valid
connectivity between meshes. Our method does not
change the original mesh areas around the adaptively
subdivided mesh during subdivision process. It can be
also a drawback as if the original object is coarsely de-
scribed, the subdivision does not alter these areas and
a difference of density of vertices and faces is cre-
ated. Moreover, our method does not create high va-
lence vertices near the boundaries which can lead to
ripple effects on surfaces as some existing algorithms
[Zorin97, Seeger01, Amresh02]. Additionally, it can
keep the original boundaries between meshes, thus our
adaptive subdivision rules can prevent the appearance
of cracks without needing to handle them.
As the boundaries are not changed in our adaptive sub-
division method, the meshes cannot be subdivided too
much and therefore a reasonable number of adaptive
subdivisions is advised to avoid an important difference
in resolution between meshes. The user must control
the result such that the generated surface has a natural
shape as desired. In addition, although our method can
be applied for meshes CM and/or M1,M2, some slim or
narrow triangular faces may be formed at the bound-
aries between meshes. This case happens because orig-
inal meshes around the adaptively subdivided mesh and
the original boundaries between them are kept. In order
to suppress this drawback, it could be possible to insert
vertices on existing boundary edges and make possible
a local re-triangulation yielding to more regular triangu-
lar faces without modifying the boundaries. As we fo-
cus in the work we presented on keeping the two result-
ing subdivision surfaces unchanged we did not modify
the boundaries. This study will be one of our future
work.
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